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Examines the impact of this potentially dangerous technology on food sources, animals, and our

own bodies.
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The authors wrote in the Preface to this 1998 book, "Genetic engineering is one of those

technologies that could compromise the integrity of life as we know it... We believe that genetically

engineered foods must be taken off the market until they are proven safe for us and the

environment, and until that happens, they must be labeled."(They also frankly note that "Our

understanding of natural law comes from the teachings of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the founder of

the Transcendental Mediation and TM-Sidhi Programs.")That note that mixing of genes by

crossbreeding "is clearly subject to very definite rules

Great book for introduction to GMO.and the harmful effects.

Food technology has turned much of what we eat in this country into artificial, processed,



chemicalized mishmash. No wonder forty percent of the population is sick! Now comes the latest

insult -- genetically engineered food. You won't know that you are eating it because the government

doesn't require food manufacturers/producers to specially label GE food nor does it require any

independent safety testing. What you are increasingly eating, as this book shockingly reveals, is

unnatural food with the potential to create who-knows-what-damage to your health and the

environment. This is a small, easy-to-read, and must-read book, about a huge, serious issue that

affects all of us. Science is tampering with our food, and we, the consumers, are the unwitting

guinea pigs in this mad experiment.

Genetic engineering "is probably the largest nutritional experiment the world has ever seen, and we

are the guinea pigs" say Laura and Robin Ticciati in their book, Genetically Engineered Foods: Are

They Safe? You Decide. They answer with a resounding "No!" to the question of whether genetically

engineered foods are safe. The Ticciatis briefly define genes and DNA, then explain how genetic

engineers insert the genes from one organism into another. Genes from flounders, for example,

have been inserted in tomato DNA to produce a tomato that has a longer growing season. They

maintain that genetic engineering breaks natural crossbreeding rules because species are

combined that would never mate in Nature. Their primary concern lies in the lack of knowlege of the

long-term effects from eating genetically engineered foods. They are especially concerned about

children. At the least, they want genetically engineered foods to be labeled so that consumers know

what they are buying and eating. The authors say that "Right now, it is estimated that 60-70 percent

of the foods in our stores contain genetically engineered components" with 100-150 more expected

to be added by the year 2000. "These foods have not been subjected to thorough pre-market safety

testing, nor are they labeled." Genetically Engineered Foods: Are They Safe? You Decide is must

reading for consumers who want to know about the ramifications of modifying foods by artificial

gene transfer.
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